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Introduction: Before Cassini reached Saturn there 

was great uncertainty about the nature of Titan. With a di-
ameter of 5,150 km it is intermediate in size between Jupi-
ter’s two large icy satellites, dynamically active Ganymede 
(5,262 km) and geologically dead Callisto (4,820km). Cas-
sini’s first radar passes1 revealed very few impact craters, 
suggesting that Titan is a dynamic world that renews its sur-
face. Radar images2 also showed river systems and large 
dune fields, implying active hydrologic and aeolian cycles. 
Based on 15 radar flybys that imaged about 20% of the 
moon’s surface we can begin to use the observed landforms 
to constrain speculations on the way Titan works as a world. 

Landforms on Titan: At a global scale, visible and IR 
images from Hubble and the Cassini ISS3 and VIMS sensors 
show that Titan has extensive, often continuous surfaces that 
are bright, and smaller areas that are dark. It is assumed that, 
as on Earth’s Moon, these bright and dark terrains represent 
two (or more) fundamental surface units, differing in either 
composition or physical nature at visible and IR wave-
lengths. Radar shows an additional range in brightness varia-
tions, with some of the visible and IR bright features being 
radar bright (i.e. rough at radar’s wavelength of a few centi-
meters), but others not. This further supports the notion that 
there are differences in both the compositional and physical 
nature of Titan surface materials. 

Readily Interpretable Landforms: 
Impact Craters: Impact craters form on all solid bodies 

in the solar system, and have been detected on Titan. But 
very few have been observed so they must be rapidly de-
stroyed or buried by other geologic agents. The morpholo-
gies of the impact craters are more similar to those seen on 
silicate planets than on icy satellites. Only one basin, rela-
tively small in diameter (440 km), has been detected. Possi-
ble older impact craters (6 to 8) occur on Xanadu. 

Volcanoes: The most common style of volcanism on 
silicate planets is sheets of lava that construct plains or 
maria. There are large expanses of relatively featureless 
plains on Titan that could be cryomagma lava sheets1 but 
almost no morphological features are visible at Radar’s reso-
lution to confirm this interpretation. The main suggestive 
feature, other than the youth of the surface and absence of 
other features, is rounded snouts of various bright units that 
may be flow fronts. 

One large volcanic mountain has been discovered. Ga-
nesha1 is a 180 km wide, circular feature with an apparent 
large depression at its center and radial drainage on its sides. 
Although there is no topographic data yet for Ganesha, it is 
likely to be a kilometer+ high and perhaps a shield volcano.  

North of 70°N latitude is a zone of many roundish to ir-
regular depressions that contain lakes4. A dozen or so of 
these features have raised rims, deep centers, nested struc-
tures and associated flow features suggesting that they are 
volcanic calderas5. These calderas appear to be of various 
ages and have undergone multiple phases of activity, imply-
ing a long-lasting supply of magma. This is the only concen-
tration of volcanoes discovered so far on Titan and may indi-

cate a local hot spot. Two other widely separated calderas 
with bright flows occur in a plains unit of Ta. 

Lakes: Abundant lakes of methane/ethane4 in the north-
ern polar region imply the existence of an active metha-
nological cycle and perhaps a wetter climate at the poles; 
indeed, it seems swampy with liquid filling many low places.  

Dunes: One of the most pervasive landforms on Titan is 
large dune fields that extend, mostly in equatorial regions, 
for distances up to a few thousand kilometers6. The dunes are 
dark both in radar and IR. The existence of dunes implies a 
source of particles to be distributed by winds, and a lack of 
nearby surface liquids to entrap them.  

Rivers: Cutting across many different types of terrains 
are river systems2, with tributaries and - in at least one case - 
an apparent delta.  Some rivers are radar-bright suggesting 
that they are filled with rough boulders, others are radar-dark 
and either contain liquids now or have smooth deposits on 
their floors. The tributaries suggest that rainfall feeds the 
rivers, and the gentle bends, rather than tortuous sinuosity 
suggest that the downhill slopes are at least somewhat steep. 

Mountains: Isolated knobs and ridges of bright, textured 
material occur in various radar swaths. Almost all are sur-
rounded by bright aprons that appear to be talus from the 
brighter center, demonstrating that erosional processes break 
down the hills and carry smaller sizes downslope. The only 
mountains that may be considered mountain ranges occur in 
T8. Here, three to four pairs of roughly V-aligned linear 
ranges extend nearly 1000 km.  

Tectonics: There are few overt indications of structural 
features on Titan. The strongest evidence are the near surface 
images from the Huygens lander that reveal channels in 
strongly orthogonal patterns7. At larger image scales a few 
sections of various rivers are straight, and there are occa-
sional alignments of mountain ridges. Radar coverage is 
currently too sparse for any hints of a global tectonic pattern. 

Terrains of Less Certain Interpretation: 
Featureless Plains: The most extensive terrains are rela-

tively featureless plains at the 300-500 m resolution of the 
Cassini Radar. Three types recognized in the early Ta pass1 
are dark homogeneous, mottled, and dark mottled. Two 6-8 
km wide bright circles with radial, lobate flows were 
mapped, interpreted as calderas and lava flows, suggesting 
that the some of these mottled plains may be cryovolcanic. 

Bright Terrain: Scattered over many parts of Titan are 
radar bright expanses. Some are individual structures, often 
round in outline, that dunes bend around, proving that they 
are topographically elevated. The largest bright region yet 
seen on Titan is Xanadu, a 4000 km wide roughly oval area 
that is so large and distinctively bright that it was seem from 
Earth. The T13 radar swath8 across Xanadu shows a broad 
region of hills and short ridges that have no apparent struc-
tural organization – they look like some relict terrain. Dune 
fields sweep around Xanadu rather than over it implying that 
it is elevated. Two possible impact craters that lack sharp 
features and seem shallow suggest, if they are impacts, that 
they are old and somehow modified. Four to six other round 
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features may be even older impacts. No signs of volcanism 
or dunes are visible on Xanadu. 

Speculative Interpretations: Our radar coverage is still 
too sparse to put together a clear understanding of how Titan 
works as a planetary body, but there are enough hints to start 
creating models of how it could work. First, the surface is 
quite young – something is destroying or hiding impact cra-
ters that must have formed. Since we see very few craters in 
various stages of erosion (except perhaps on Xanadu) we can 
speculate that Titan has had a recent massive resurfacing 
event that removed most impact craters (and other terrains) 
completely. A similar event has been inferred for Venus, and 
sea floor spreading and subduction have created 70% of 
Earth’s crust in the last 250 million years (and distorted or 
removed the same amount of older terrain). Nearly 100% of 
the surfaces of both Io and Europa are very new. Active 
planets seem to often resurface – largely by volcanism – 
themselves. Titan seems to be another resurfacer.   

Based on counts of sparse craters we infer that Titan’s 
latest resurfacing occurred during the last 10-100 million 
years9. The extensive featureless gray terrains may be vol-
canic resurfacing products, and massive dune fields and river 
drainage deposits may have also contributed to covering of 
old terrains. The predicted atmospheric drizzle of chemical 
sludge may be occurring but its rate of deposition must be 
slower than the rate of geologic activity because many sur-
face features are sharp. The lack of features on the gray 
plains suggests that the plains are older and coated by enough 
sludge to mask original surficial topography, but their lack of 
impact craters strongly argues against that possibility.  

Bright terrains with sharply defined lobate fronts ob-
served on the T21 pass and elsewhere suggest that some 
bright planar materials are massive cryovolcanic flows.  

Many radar bright materials are clearly mountainous. 
They usually have very little structure other than either being 
linear (in the T8 chains) or more commonly isolated, blocky 
sub-round patches. Some features are reminiscent of terres-
trial igneous intrusions and extrusions commonly seen on 
eroded terrains. Do Titan’s circular bright mountains have 
similar origins, emplaced by the rise of molten blobs within 
the crust, that either erupted onto the surface or cooled and 
hardened under it? In the latter case, substantial regional 
erosion – hundreds of meters? – must have occurred to reveal 
them. It is unknown what the erosion mechanism might have 
been, but the products may be visible in the extensive dune 
fields.  The method of formation of the linear mountain 
chains of T8 is unknown. If they are extrusions onto the sur-
face, then why are there linear chains there but mostly circu-
lar mountains elsewhere? The recent interpretation of a 150 
km line of IR bright mountains by the VIMS team10 suggests 
that more mountain chains will be imaged by radar. Such 
ranges must be controlled by tectonics and will provide the 
best opportunity to discover a global tectonic pattern. 

Xanadu is interpreted as an old, continental scale, ele-
vated mountain mass. The inferred old age is supported by 
the relict-like short hills and the existence of 2 probable and 
4-6 possible eroded impact craters. Accepting these 6-8 ob-
jects as impact craters probably implies an age of 100s of 
m.y. for Xanadu. It is a remnant of an older, eroded surface, 
and in this respect is similar to Earth’s continents. 

Intriguingly, two others of Titan’s craters also occur on 
bright areas – Menrva and Sinlap both are on areas shown as 

bright in the ISS11 and VIMS mosaics. It may be that most of 
Titan’s few craters are preserved because they are on rem-
nants of older terrain. If so, the surface of Titan may have 
two distinct ages – a relatively old bright, mountainous ter-
rain and a much younger dark terrain. The 30 km wide Ksa 
crater with its well-preserved ejecta blanket formed on the 
edge of a bright patch and its ejecta buts up against dunes. It 
appears that the eject overlies dunes – which would show 
that craters are still forming.  

Earth, Moon, Mars and Venus all have bimodal terrain 
types. For the Moon and Mars the lower terrains are younger 
lavas erupted onto giant impact basins. On Earth, the 
younger ocean floors result from plate tectonics and em-
placement of dense basalts. Venus’ lower, younger plains are 
not within impact basins and it is not certain how they 
formed. We speculate that the dark areas of Titan, while 
perhaps having multiple origins, do not fill impact basins but 
are derived by internal processes related to the fragmentation 
and selective removal of older high-standing mountainous 
terrains. The bright boundaries of many dark areas have rela-
tively straight edges, with adjacent pieces suggesting re-
moval of bright material that used to connect the two. Bright 
material appears to be being disrupted.  

The H-shaped pattern of dark terrain seen early in the 
Cassini mission by ISS11 has been followed by more images 
of crudely linear alignments of dark terrain. These dark zones 
are not equidimensional but tend to be linear. This broad-
scale pattern suggests that the locations of the dark materials 
are controlled by large scale tectonics. These tectonic dark 
zones are so far largely limited to equatorial regions, imply-
ing a dynamic focusing of forces within Titan. 

The nature of the dark zones is not yet revealed every-
where, but radar and some VIMS images show that dark 
dunes are the source of the darkness in some places. The 
dunes are seen to butt up against or be deflected by various 
bright mountains and terrains, demonstrating that the dunes 
occur at lower elevations – are they in valleys or troughs? 

So far there is only one hypothesis to suggest an evolu-
tionary model12 for Titan. Tobie, Lunine and Sotin (2006) 
proposed that about 0.5 billion years ago the onset of convec-
tion created high heat flow within Titan leading to a high 
outgassing rate for methane. We speculate that the earlier 
terrain didn’t survive the tempestuous tectonics of the earlier 
thin crust era, and that Xanadu and some of the other bright 
terrains are the oldest remnants of the cryovolcanic crust that 
became established at that time. Everything else has formed 
more recently. Bright terrains are actively being disrupted by 
processes that create linear boundaries.  

Stratigraphically, some bright units appear to be the 
oldest terrains on Titan, and dune fields are the youngest; 
now we have to find the sequence of everything else!  
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